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A financial institution (“INSTITUTION”) in any jurisdiction, subject to approval by FIDES GESTION 

FINANCIERA, S.A.P.I. DE C.V. (“FIDES”), may establish an account (“INSTITUTION ACCOUNT”) with FIDES 

and use funds that may be deposited within the INSTITUTION ACCOUNT as per its own policies and 

regulations. 

MEMBERS of a PAY ORDER TEAM, plus an INSTITUTION, may each identify any entity (“TRADING 

ENTITY”) that is currently trading on any stock exchange. 

See http://www.change2100.com/THIBMART/A PAY ORDER TEAM.pdf 

U.S. PROFESIONALES DE EL SALVADOR, S.A. DE C.V. (“USPES”), may deposit funds through FIDES into the 

INSTITUTION ACCOUNT  

On behalf of USPES, FIDES and an INSTITUTION may negotiate with a TRADING ENTITY to have the 

TRADING ENTITY issue MEDIUM TERM NOTES (“MTN”) and lodge these with the stock exchange used 

by the TRADING ENTITY, which MTN would be fully backed with cash provided by USPES through the 

INSTITUTION ACCOUNT, with USPES (or a surrogate nominated by USPES) therefore being the owner of 

the MTN. 

HOWSE SERVICES, INC (“HOWSE”) may use its assets as collateral for FIDES to provide loans to HOWSE, 

with the loan proceeds being deposited by FIDES, for further benefit to HOWSE, in the INSTITUTION 

ACCOUNT. 

HOWSE may use funds deposited for benefit to HOWSE in the INSTITUTION ACCOUNT to purchase the 

MTN owned by USPES, providing agreed upon payment to USPES within the INSTITUTION ACCOUNT, 

through a repurchase agreement whereby ownership of the MTN will be returned to USPES prior to end 

of term, uncollected. 

Through FIDES, HOWSE may contract with professionals for MTN owned by HOWSE to be used in non-

depletion profitable transactions, until just before the end of term of the MTN, at which time the MTN 

may be replaced with new MTN similarly issued and contracted. 

As per the contract (“CONTRACT”) through which HOWSE may provide funds to pay USPES for the MTN, 

30% of profits obtained by HOWSE through use of the MTN in sundry business transactions, may be used 

by HOWSE to purchase advertising services on behalf of the TRADING ENTITY, as offered in “SUCCESSFUL 

ADVERTISING GUARANTEED” by USPES in GET THINGS DONE in www.change2100.com 

USPES may provide the TRADING ENTITY, 50% of the amount paid for advertising, allocated to satisfy a 

200% rebate for purchases from or payments to any entity, made by the TRADING ENTITY, subject to 

approval by USPES, deposited in coordinates specified by the TRADING ENTITY. 

As per the CONTRACT, through which HOWSE may provide funds to pay USPES for the MTN, 30% of profits 

obtained by HOWSE through use of the MTN in sundry business transactions, would be used by HOWSE 

to purchase advertising services on behalf of the INSTITUTION, as offered in “SUCCESSFUL ADVERTISING 

GUARANTEED” by USPES in GET THINGS DONE in www.change2100.com 
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USPES may provide the INSTITUTION 50% of the amount paid for advertising, allocated to satisfy a 200% 

rebate for purchases from or payments to any entity, made by the INSTITUTION, subject to approval by 

USPES, deposited in coordinates specified by the INSTITUTION. 

As per the CONTRACT, through which HOWSE would provide funds to pay USPES for the MTN, 30% of 

profits obtained by HOWSE through use of the MTN in sundry business transactions, would be used by 

HOWSE to purchase advertising services on behalf of HOWSE, to advertise products and services 

purchased by HOWSE from TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC, to be resold, as offered in “SUCCESSFUL ADVERTISING 

GUARANTEED” by USPES in GET THINGS DONE in www.change2100.com 

USPES may provide HOWSE 50% of the amount paid for advertising, allocated to satisfy a 200% rebate for 

purchases made by HOWSE from TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC as per TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC PAY ORDERS.  

See http://www.change2100.com/THIBMART/TEXAS HOLDINGS INC PAY ORDER.pdf 

HOWSE may use funds from the rebate provided by USPES to pay TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC and TEXAS 

HOLDINGS, INC may use 50% of that amount to satisfy PAY ORDERS. 

As may further be negotiated with or through the INSTITUTION, since 

a PAY ORDER will be satisfied by the process indicated herein, any 

entity benefitting from a PAY ORDER execution may arrange to obtain 

funds by factoring INVOICES associated with the PAY ORDER. 

For more information contact a TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC BUSINESS MART CALL CENTER. 

To be assigned a CENTER send an email to centerassign@change2100.com 
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